iFind is the main way to search resources provided by Swansea University Library. Get to iFind from the library home page, your library guide, MyUni, or http://ifind.swan.ac.uk

Login to get more out of iFind

Reasons to log into iFind

- Seamless access to online resources
- More items included in your searches
- Request items that are on loan
- Save items to your favourite
- Send items into EndNote
- Save searches and set up alerts
- Personalise iFind

4 search options

Books & more  Resources in our libraries, e-books, online journals and databases

Articles & more  Journal articles, conference papers, newspaper articles, reference entries and much more

Cronfa  Swansea University institutional repository

Everything  All of the above

Finding a Book

When searching for books use either the Books & more or Everything search options. To find a specific book quickly use the author’s surname and one or two key words from the title. For example, to find “Doing a literature review in Health and social care” by Helen Aveyard:

- Search for Aveyard literature review
- The book should appear towards the top of the results, if not use filters to refine your search or add more words from the title into the initial search.
iFind might group together multiple versions of the book. This normally means that the library has more than one edition of the title.

If we provide access to the e-book you will get an online access link. If you have not already logged in you will be asked to do so after clicking on this link.

Click on the title of the book and it shows you details about our physical holdings. Here you will find the location of the book, loan details and the option to Request a copy if one is not currently available.

Finding a Journal
When searching for a journal use either the Books & more or Everything search options. iFind provides details of all journals, print and/or electronic, that we subscribe to. To find out if we provide access to a journal title:

- Search for the journal title.
- If it does not appear towards the top of your results use the Resource Type filter to limit your results to Journals.

Click Online access to view the e-journal.
Click on the title of the journal to find out about our print holdings.
Finding journal articles
When searching for articles use either the Articles & more or Everything search options. iFind searches the vast majority of articles provided by the library. You can search for a specific article or articles on a subject. To find a specific article:

- Search for the title of the article

- To view the full article click on Full text available. If you have not already logged in you will be asked to do so after clicking on this link.

- Click on this links to a list of other, more recent, work that references the article.

Finding information on a Subject
You can use any of the search options to search for information on a topic. If you want to find all information regardless of if it in books or articles etc. use the Everything search.

- Search for your subject. Think about the search terms or keywords that you use. Tips on effective keyword searching can be found in the help pages.

- The Advanced Search allows you to combine search terms and limit your search to a specific date or material type.
Your Library Account
Log into iFind to view and manage your library account. Here you can:
- See items that you have on loan and renew them as long as they have not been requested by anyone else.
- See a list of items that you have requests with details about the status of these requests.
- Find out if you have any outstanding fines
- See and organise your favourites
- See saved searches (queries) and manage alerts.
- Personalise iFind

Even more from the library
iFind is great, but it doesn’t provide access to everything. Some, often more specialised, resources cannot be found using iFind. This includes legal information such as legislation and cases and business reports such as market research and company or industry profiles. The library guide for your subject will give full details of any specialist recourse that cannot be accessed via iFind.

Access even more information at
Libguides.swansea.ac.uk

For alternative formats please contact
Tel: 01792 295500 Email: library@swansea.ac.uk